
1 Introduction
This document describes a driver for the Modulo Timer (MTIM)
allowing customization of all the possible configurations for this
peripheral.

The software architecture is designed to provide seamless
migration between devices that have the same peripheral module.

In this application note, the driver interfaces are explained.
Various applications for the MC9S08GW64 can make use of
this driver. The following sections describe in detail and the
steps for creating an application using the MTIM driver.

In the MC9S08GW64 there are two 8-bit modulo timers (MTIM1
and MTIM2) and one 16-bit modulo timer (MTIM3).

The bus clock to the MTIM1, MTIM2, and MTIM3 modules
can be gated on and off using the MTIM1, MTIM2, and MTIM3
bits in the SCGC4 register.

2 Software Driver Description
The MTIM driver is provided as some C code files. You can add
these files to your applications. With the integration of the MTIM
driver, you can now call MTIM driver APIs to use the MTIM
functionality in your application. There are four files associated
with the MTIM driver. The following is a brief description:

mtim8_timer.h—It contains all the high level APIs declarations
and the various macros to be used in the functions for the 8-bit
modulo timer
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mtim8_timer.c—It is the main file for the driver of the 8-bit modulo timer. It contains the various high level API definitions.

mtim16_timer.h—It contains all the high level APIs declarations and the various macros to be used in the functions for the
16-bit modulo timer.

mtim16_timer.c—It is the main file for the driver of the 16-bit modulo timer. It contains the various high level API definitions.

2.1 mtim8_timer.c
It contains the definition of various functions to configure and use the various features of the 8-bit MTIM.

2.1.1 MTIM1_Init
Description:

This function initializes MTIM1 by configuring the internal registers. The fixed frequency clock is selected for the MTIM1
and the clock is divided by 16. Thus, the MTIM1 is initialized to run at 1 Khz.

Prototype:
void MTIM1_Init(void *p1(unsigned char))

Input parameters:
• p1—The address of the callback function is passed in this argument. The callback function is the function called when

the interrupt occurs. If the user does not want to use any callback function then "0" has to be passed in this argument.
• char— It is the argument passed in the callback function. It specifies which interrupt occurred, whether it is the MTIM1

interrupt, MTIM2 interrupt, or MTIM3 interrupt.

Output parameters:
None

Example:

void callback()
{
}
MTIM1_Init(&callback);

2.1.2 Enable_MTIM1
Description:

This function is used to enable the MTIM1 interrupt, and make the MTIM1 counter active.

Prototype:
void Enable_MTIM1(void)

Input parameters:
None

Output parameters:
None

Example:
Enable_MTIM1();
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2.1.3 Disable_MTIM1
Description:

This function is used to disable the MTIM1 interrupt, and stop the MTIM1 counter.

Prototype:
void Disable_MTIM1(void)

Input parameters:
None

Output parameters:
None

Example:
Disable_MTIM1();

2.1.4 Set_TimeOut_MTIM1
Set_TimeOut_MTIM1

This function enables the MTIM1 counter and configures the MTIM1 to get the the required delay. The callback function
is called after the delay given as input.

Prototype:
void Set_TimeOut_MTIM1(unsigned int num)

Input parameters:
num—Enter the milliseconds, after which the interrupt is required.

Output parameters:
None

Example:
Set_TimeOut_MTIM1(2000)
Provides a delay of two seconds.

2.1.5 Interrupt Subroutine for MTIM1
The interrupt subroutine is executed when the MTIM1 counter value matches the mode value provided by the user. If the user
has passed an address to the callback function, then the code jumps to the callback function after clearing the interrupt. It then
passes an argument to the callback function indicating that the MTIM1 interrupt has occurred and the user can take the required
action.

Prototype:
void interrupt VectorNumber_Vmtim1 MTIM1_ISR()

NOTE

The functions are similar for MTIM2:

MTIM2_Init—Refer to MTIM1_Init
Enable_MTIM2—Refer to Enable_MTIM1
Disable_MTIM2—Refer to Disable_MTIM1
Set_TimeOut_MTIM2—Refer to Set_TimeOut_MTIM1
Interrupt subroutine for MTIM2—Refer to Interrupt Subroutine for MTIM1
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2.2 mtim16_timer.c
This function contains the definition of various functions to configure and use the various features of the 16-bit MTIM.

2.2.1 MTIM3_Init
Description:

This function initializes MTIM3 by configuring the internal registers. The fixed frequency clock is selected for the MTIM3,
and the clock is divided by 16. Thus, the MTIM3 is initialized to run at 1 Khz.

Prototype:
void MTIM3_Init(void *p1(unsigned char))

Input parameters:
• p1—The address of the callback function is passed in this argument. The callback function is the function called when

the interrupt occurs. If the user does not want to use any callback function then "0" has to be passed in this argument.
• char—Is the argument passed in the callback function. It specifies which interrupt occurred, whether it is the MTIM1

interrupt, MTIM2 interrupt, or MTIM3 interrupt.

Output parameters:
None

Example:

void callback()
{
}
MTIM3_Init(&callback);

2.2.2 Enable_MTIM3
Description:

This function is used to configure the MTIM3 for the required delay, enables the MTIM3 interrupt, and makes the counter
active.

Prototype:
void Enable_MTIM3(unsigned int num)

Input parameters:
num—Enter the delay in milliseconds, after which an MTIM3 interrupt is required.

Output parameters:
None

Example:
Enable_MTIM3(3000);
Enables the MTIM3 counter for a delay of 3 seconds.

2.2.3 Disable_MTIM3
Description:

This function is used to disable the MTIM3 interrupt and stop the MTIM3 counter.

Prototype:
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void Disable_MTIM3(void)

Input parameters:
None

Output parameters:
None

Example:
Disable_MTIM3();

2.2.4 Interrupt Subroutine for MTIM3
The interrupt subroutine is executed when the MTIM3 counter value matches the mode value provided by the user. If the user
has passed an address to the callback function, the code then jumps to the callback function after clearing the interrupt. It passes
an argument to the callback function indicating that an MTIM3 interrupt has occurred and the user can take the required action.

Prototype:
void interrupt VectorNumber_Vmtim3 MTIM3_ISR()

2.2.5 Assumptions
The descriptions in this document assumes the person reading it has full knowledge of all the configuration registers of all the
blocks in the MC9S08GW64, especially for the MTIM and Internal Clock Source (ICS) blocks.

2.2.6 Use Case
Assuming that the clock settings are done and the bus clock is running on 20 Mhz, include mtim8_timer.h and mtim16_timer.h
in the main file.

Step 1—Define a callback function and initialize the MTIM1 with the required configuration.

Void mtim_callback()
{ 
}
MTIM1_Init(&mtim_callback);

Step 2—Configure the MTIM1 timer with the delay required
Set_TimeOut_MTIM1(2000);
Configures a delay of 2 seconds

The code jumps to the callback function after two seconds and the user can take the required action in the callback function.

2.2.7 Conclusion
This driver provides a software base for applications that need the MTIM implementation.
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